
Fear : dangers & virtues
Is the fear so natural ?

The more there are humans on earth, the more Fear is wide-spread and powerfull and the more

personal freedom becomes restricted. The less humans are free, the more they are under control. It

is as simply as this.

What is the purpose of this process ?

Complete paralysis.

Eventually, Earth will become a huge jail inside whom millions of people will live together without

being in contact,being wary of from each others; a world where good feelings and decency will

closely be mixed to violence and murder; a world where common fear and hate, wonderfully and

deliberatly organised, will serve the interests of the ruling oligarchy. Fear is an essential booster to

promote the economic efforts in all of its forms stimulating commercial, industrial and financial

productivity. On the contrary, a serene and energetically cleansed person is not a productive person:

she is too detached. She doesn't project on the screen its own eternally frustrated fantaisies as « a

winner ». As they threaten government in power, « healthy » people will be permanently evicted or

« reprocessed». Wars won't be any longer declared by neither nation states nor almithy leaders, but

by the people themselves ; because the «  spirit of War » will be in all hearts and people will make it

its daily principle. By sunrise, each one on the way to work will say : «  This is war, be the best ».

Actually, all of us are witnessing daily this behaviour already.
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-So, is it possible to get rid of fear ?

-yes, of course..... another question ?

-How ?

-Well, that's where it gets complicated.

While breathing oxygen, a person,without even knowing, breathes also a huge quantity of what we

call « fear ». This sticky matter, as air around us, is the specific feature on earth's life. It floods

billions of invisible miasma which, likes microbes or viruses, seep into us, comfortable thriving in

our innards. Searching for a host to cultivate its own fear comes from the beginning of time. Indeed,

as a virus,  fear needs to contaminate others.  This is  the way species survived and spread from

Trilobites to Homo Sapiens.

It seems to be incredible to do away with fear. So we have to be sensible ; we have to stop thinking

as unconscious and rebellious young people. Even teenagers claiming they are not afraid are lying

to themselves. The reaction to throw away fear is actually created by fear.

In fact, there are many kinds of fears. The irrational one, the primal one is not obviously the worst

one. Quite the opposite. Animals know that very well. This sort of sixth sense is often usefull and

help to anticipate many dangerous situations.

The most toxic fear remains probably the one created by the mind itself.  Here,  the aim of the

organised and structured approach is to harm others and as a consequence to harm ourselves (or

vice versa). So, it is the most emotional and energetical frightening and damaging experience a

human can live.

Therefore, it takes place in the brain and many scenarios occur all along the day. Our daily lives are

overwhelmed with extreme and stressful situations barely perceptible by awareness, pure reflections

and pure products of our unconscious programs. The result is a sentiment of permanent doubts, very

perceptible on the contrary, and  a permanent low self-esteem. Paralysed, frozed or also boosted by

these depths's  monsters,  we sail  accross darkwaters  our whole lives,  undertaking some vaguely

organised initiatives. But very often, we isolate ourselves ; at best, we « start a family », a model

regarded as a great victory in view of the efforts we have engaged to make this crazy project real,

challenging our limits any time.

In very rare and specific moments, we observe fear as a strange thing, outside us. Thus, trance,

however it is, teaches us that physical matter is completely impregnated with fear. Dance, induced

meditation, NDE, decorporation, reveal to us we are not this distateful emotion only. In these rare

moments, consciousness releases, gets out of the usual heaviness and discovers a wider scope, more

playful, more lucid, efficient, totally triumphant. The person, at this very moment, experiments its

own energy nature which frequency looks like the powerfull Universe one. But finally, when we re-

enter our physical body, we are always disappointed and outraged by our unfair human condition,

inescapable fatality.

It is always curative to feel the energy body existence, for, its reactivation on its own breathes new

life to our numbed mind and refreshes ours cells. Healing is rising up our awareness level enough to

be able to comprehend the ubiquitus and mysterious language of the world. We discover that not



only fear exists on our planet, but also some kind of Greatness, really difficult to define as far as it

is  not usual  vocabulary.  It  is  normal because this  sensitive and  Greatness's  presence dissolves

mental  turmoil,  totally annihilates  all  attempts  to  formulate  so  much that  words  are  no  longer

efficient and meanfull !Pretty is scary, isn't it ?

Well, Fear ! We are not done with talking about fear...........

When you feel fear, you want to understand the reason why. You try to put a face, motives, you

wonder about its intentions, you look for the culprit, you call upon extenuating circumstancies. In

fact, you give it life and body, so heavy, so real that it takes shape inside you. Fear becomes indeed

a reality you can't escape any longer. Then, it is able to take control on our organism and spirit as its

will.

At this very moment, sit down and stay still, gaze at the creation of your emotional scenario. You

will get the measure of how artificial and consequently how fake it is. After a while, the situation

withers away to become pathetic, it will remain only a blurred image, any semblance of unreal

emotion, a burst, at most only a stimuli. After half an hour, you realize you are always the main

initiator of this disturbing, complex pattern. Again, you will feel scary !

And this reaction is the sign that as sophisticated as you are, you stay terribly predictable.To be

afraid of fear, it is like « chasing your tail » and thus wasting away. Much better to face it and fight.

This way, we gain strength, becoming manly and finally we meet the lucidity we missed so much.

Fear,  the  fears,  are  the  very  meaning  on  life's  earth,  only  mineral  escape  fate.  All  the  living

organisms fight to survive, all face agressiveness  and precariousness. Only the one who doesn't

« believe » in life any longer challenges frankly fear. Here again it is a kind of transe, an assertion

of power  so used by radical philosophies and other fanatical religions. Destroy Life becomes at this

moment a natural act, credible, rightful to the person who is no more influenced by the survey's

instinct. And as I said earlier, you destroy yourself by injured others.

To fight fear doesn't mean to avoid it but first to know it, to understand it. Again, it is a fascinating

work, may be the ultimate one in this so predictable world.

By fleeing  from himself  afraid  of  what  he  could  discover  inside,  Human  sinks  into  obsessive

materialism to vanish completely at the end.

The aim is to be uncouscious of oneself, others, dangers of reality... to desappear into the dimension

of Absolute Comfort. Isn't it here a genuine religion with its promesses of paradise and immediate

happiness and at the same time a quite deceptive message as a underlying speech : fears no need to

exist any longer for the one who will crash into these cathedrals of consumption (supermarkets,

shopping malls, stores, spa resorts, restaurants...).

Artificial highs, entertainment centers, shopping malls, professional occupations, build the structure

of this sprawling religion to « prevent » man from danger, death, violence and fear.

But at the end nobody is taken in. Resentment makes humans deseappear, vanishing in modern

rituals, sacrificing themselves on the altar of instantaneous comfort.



Ancestral  fear delivers a sacred message to modern Human who finds appropriate to ignore it,

merging with this new « theologica »  belief  whom God's Spirit  -  too much unapprochable - is

supplanted by the omnipotent hedonism. We must not forget that this « new religion » increased and

spread after second world war. It has been conveniently created to be an alternative to wars (fear of

the final countdown of Human Kind). It is therefore an efficient answer to terrors in which Human

played a large part all along history.

As long as Man won't understand that « oblivion to his self » is not THE answer, He will remain a

coward to the eyes of Universe. Hedonism gives no genuine response, clouding senses and lucidity.

How comforting is to believe being a conqueror thanks to some titles, degrees and social status

borrowed here and there thanks to a random encounter or training course. How reassuring it is to

convice oneself that «  happiness » is approchable, following directions for use, precepts of one or

another well-known figure.

Primal fear will keep on living in our abyssal entrails, continuing to harass us throughout our lives,

to arouse many frustrations and real existential void. Formerly, Human faced up fear like a fighter

in front of a dreadful beast. Teenagers became adults through this most important initiation rite of

their lives. During this founding experience, they are no longer subjected to the community rules

and had to  fight  facing  BY THEMSELVES the true nature  of  the surrounding world and thus

discover its secret message.

If  Man could overcomes fears, the economy would collapse by itself.  And that is exactly what

constitutional authorities want to avoid at any price. Insecurity is therefore a economical real value,

the same as gold or oil. To this end, mass-media in collusion with politicians boost the fear of others

and the fear  of  the futur,  infantilize and mother  general  public.  They have promoted birth  and

growth of a society completely focused on Man lying to himself, more and more anthropocentric,

extremely frivolous  and venal,  a  society which  subjects  us  under  fruitless  narcissism thanks  to

countless  advertising  methods  based  on  hypnosis.  At  the  same  time,  we  witness  underground

manipulations to encourage and to drive to individualism, violence and paranoïa,  at  the end, to

highlight and massively sell huge profit-making drugs. Here is the complex logic, untrustworthy in

essence of this misleading social system.

Even if Fear lost its sacred initiatic value in modern societies, it remains an essential path for the

man who thirsts for Truth and Reality. It is the inescapable way to genuine awareness and rebirth.

« Les Fils de l'Aurore » (PDF download on my website in French) brings to light that Fear cannot

be avoid in a dignified spiritual route, Enlightment and Fear are inseparable. Fear would be thus a

reality related to Existence.
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